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Opinion

The historical shift towards a scientific revolution after the eighteenth century in Europe has discarded societal and cultural folklore from its dictionary of knowledge. The Oxford Dictionary defines science as “the intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the structure and behavior of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment” (2017). The operationalization of scientific thought has placed cultural practices and traditions at the forefront of skepticism [1]. The objectivity of scientific machine has vacated inherited knowledge and beliefs from its missionary to the provision of verified knowledge [2]. Reality, if cannot be tested, will get folded into irrationality along with speculations on the existence of unseen God [3].

Conventional Medicine is among the vast accomplishments of scientific inquiry. The success of biomedical investigation has relied heavily on technological advancement. A tangible evidence of its eminence lies in its credibility to retesting and verifying. The remedial wisdom of forerunning world civilizations on the other hand has become a resort to the less educated, traditional, and God believer [4,5]. The late success of complementary therapies in public credibility is owed in part to the confirmatory voice of scientific testing. Only recently, the Aboriginal communities have attained an acknowledgement by scientific investors for the selling of tree oil tea [6]. The Chinese medicine is suddenly becoming of a significant interest to learn from and integrate into the biomedical perspective [7]. The Japanese Tai Chi is gradually combined to the list of invaluable mental and physical exercises [8]. Despite these achievements, the anthropological school of health is yet to be scrutinized under the lenses of Conventional Medicine.

Interestingly enough, the roots of Conventional Medicine date back to Eastern medicine in Greece and the Arabia [9]. Despite the advancement of contemporary health care by dedicated scholars in the West, the roots of Conventional Medicine remain picked out from their origin and surrounding civilizations. Anthropologists bargaining their credibility through observations in real-world fields are yet disqualified from the rationalism of obsolete objectivity [10]. The integration of Alternative Medicine into Conventional Medicine for the delivery of holistic health stay under the monopoly of biomedical industry.

Complementary therapies, even when not verified by biomedical health, are largely used by individuals in some communities. People in cultures with a wealth of inherited knowledge on traditional medicine are intact to their cultural beliefs about the efficacy of their historical medicinal treatments [11]. Moreover, some people view their cultural healing strategies are more safe and with less if not minimum side effects compared to drugs prescribed by Conventional Medicine [12]. Other cultures view Alternative Medicine less costly and more affordable than Conventional Medicine, especially for the poor and disadvantaged [5]. The power of cultural influence turns the voice of scientific objectivity a dispensable need in people realities [12].

Up to date dialogue between anthropologists and biomedical health scholars have not traversed the boundaries for the creation of intersected, balanced perspective [13]. The loss of optimal health has increased under the seeds of disconnecting scientific evidence from cultural traditions of healing. Inter-professional communication between biomedical scholars and health anthropologists requires better efficacy. Future studies to investigate communication channels for the increase of collaborating perspectives and incorporating Alternative Medicine into Conventional Medicine are being warranted.
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